YOUR IDEAL RUGGED LAPTOP REPLACEMENT
LIGHTER, BRIGHTER AND JUST RIGHT FOR EVERY “OFFICE” ENVIRONMENT

It doesn’t matter where or how you prefer to work. The ruggedly appealing Xplore XBOOK™ B10 is a powerful 2-in-1 mobile computer that can be a laptop for your office desk, a full vehicle-mounted tablet, or an easily transportable tablet with a spill-resistant detachable keyboard that tags along in your bag until you are ready to use it.

The award-winning laptop replacement comes standard with a sunlight viewable 10.1” touch and pen input display that can handle whatever you throw at it, or accidentally drop it into (i.e. puddles) and onto (i.e. the ground 5’ below). This tablet-based mobile office is also ready for frequent trips into a storage freezer if that’s how you spend your days. In other words, the Windows-based XBOOK B10 is the only computer you need to power through every task, no matter where your “office” may be in that moment. It is also the easiest, and most cost-effective, way to achieve complete business mobility in a 10” Windows-based form factor.

IT’S LIKE YOU NEVER LEFT THE OFFICE

SET A POWERFUL NEW STANDARD
The XBOOK B10 is known for its powerful processing capabilities, multiple data entry options, and fully rugged tablet protection – and that will never change. Simply attach the full tactile spill-resistant keyboard to the tablet and you’ll immediately gain a fully-featured laptop/desktop computer for a “work anywhere” experience.

BUSINESS-GRADE 2-IN-1 COMPUTING THAT’S BUILT TO LAST A LIFETIME
Mobile workers choose the XBOOK B10 2-in-1 computer for its lightweight mobility, industry-leading number of I/O and reliable wireless network connectivity. Yet, they benefit most from its long-lasting platform stability, easy software and feature scalability, and extensive security capabilities. This MIL-STD-810G certified and IP65 rated detachable tablet not only survives the harshest drops, most extreme temperatures and constant vibration while exposed to extreme environmental elements, it is also very much in its element as a traditional desktop in your office. And best of all, you won’t need to buy another tablet, laptop or desktop for a while. The XBOOK B10 is driven by powerful Intel® Core™-Series Processors and genuine, professional-grade Windows® 10. It also gives you I/O compatibility with both legacy and future peripheral technologies. In other words, the easily managed, always upgradeable, physically resilient XBOOK B10 won’t show its age when you’re still using it 3-5 years from now.
THE ULTIMATE “WORK ANYWHERE” USER EXPERIENCE:

• Bright 10.1” sunlight-readable display
• Wacom active digitizer pen and touch
• Advanced Touch Mode application with Glove Touch & Wet Modes
• Up to 8 hours of battery life (20 hours with hot-swappable second battery option)
• Fully tactile Spill Resistant detachable keyboard
• Kickstand to hold tablet upright for keyboard or touch
• Rotating hand strap for easy transport
• Optional top handle to easily carry the tablet

EVEN MORE 2-IN-1 CONFIGURATION OPTIONS:

• G2 Vehicle Dock to protect and secure tablet under heavy shock and vibration
• G2 xDIM for in-vehicle power and peripheral connections
• G2 Office Dock with 6 additional USB Ports, Plus DVI/VGA, HDMI, DB9 Serial Ports and Audio Jacks for easy tablet attachment to a large monitor, keyboard/mouse, headphones, and more

LOTS OF SAFETY, SECURITY, AND CONNECTIVITY OPTIONS:

• Optional modules: Barcode scanner, or CAC/SC reader for added functionality
• 8 total ports standard, including 2 x USB 3.0 ports, Micro SDXC, Micro HDMI-out, RJ45, True Serial, and optional HDMI-In port
• ArmorTech™ shatter resistant screen protector or anti-glare screen protector to block sun glare with added display protection (optional)
• Ultra-fast 4G LTE broadband (optional) and 802.11ac Wi-Fi data access
• Kensington lock bracket for security (optional)

Rugged damage protection specifications apply to tablet only (not keyboard)

Second battery option requires wire kickstand with bracket